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ASRAFI, term used from the mid- l 5th century for a 
gold coin first minted in Mamluk Egypt in 810/ 1407-08; 
the name probably refers to the Mamluk sultan Asraf 
Barsbay (r. 825-41/1422-38). The original coin weighed 
about 3.45 gm and corresponded in standard and 
fineness to the Venetain ducat (zecchino) or Florentine 
fiorino. The Italian coins had gained favor because of 
thier constant weight and fineness, and so equivalent 
issues came to be struck in the Islamic world. The 
Egyptian a§rafi was clearly distinguishable from the 
usual gold coin, the dinar, and was disseminated to the 
Islamic east along with the ducat; the new coin quickly 
penetrated the small Turkmen states of eastern Ana-
tolia, northern Syria, and northern Mesopotamia, 
which had close relations with the Mamluks. Farther 
cast the a.frafi had to compete with the gold tanga-ye 
{elä ( or tangaca-ye {elä), based on an Indian standard, 
which was widely circulated under the Timurids. The 
Timurid gold tangaweighed 4.6. to4.7 gm, and it served 
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as the dominant standard for gold issues of the eastern 
Turkmen princes. However, early a.fra{i issues may be 
discerned in a 3.9 gm coin of Jahansah Qara Qoyunlü 
(841-72/1438-67) and the 3.4 gm gold coins of the Äq 
Qoyunlüs. 
Under the Safavid Shah Esmä'Tl I (907-30/1501-24) 
a.frafi coins of 3.52gm were minted, and quarter-
a§rafis on the same standard. Safavid gold issues of the 
10th/16th century still somewhat reflect the standard of 
the tangaca-ye {elä, but by ca. 1600 the asrafi had 
completely replaced the gold tanga. (The Timurid coin 
survived in the Transoxanian khanates, however, with-
out significant change, until the end of the l 9th 
century.) From ca. 1600 to 1737 the a.frafi provided the 
dominant standard for Iranian gold coins. the 'ahhäsi 
(q.v.) issues were ofless importance. The ducat and the 
fiorino were known to be the prototypes of the a.fra{i as 
late as ca. 1700; the ltalian coins were called asrafi-e do-
botl (lit. afrafi with two idols) into the post-Safavid 
period (Tacjkerat al-rnolük, p. 59). The weight of the 
a§rafiremained constant; the coin of 1718 (3.498 gm, 54 
grains) scarcely differs from that of Shah Esmä'il. But 
the nominal value of the coin in terms of silver dinars 
changed greatly, due to the devaluation of the latter, in 
1552 an a.fra(i was worth about 200 dinars; in 1718, 
1,800 dinars. 
Näder Shah AfSär (1148-60/1736-47) introduced into 
Iran in 1737 the rnohr-e asrafi, following exactly the 
standard ofthe Mughal gold rnohr minted in India since 
970/1562-63 at 11.016 gm (171 grains). Half and quarter 
denominations of the mohr-e a.fra(i also were issued. 
Näder Shah and his successors, notably Karlm Khan 
Zand (1163-93/1750-79), struck the older a.fra(i of 3.498 
gm only sparingly, and it stood in a ratio of about 1 :3 to 
the rnohr-e asrafi. In the second half of the l 8th century 
the abundant quarter rnohr-e a.fra(i (2.768 gm, 42.75 
grains) was called in popular usage asrafi-e Karlrn-känl, 
Karirn-fs.äni, or simply asrafi. 
In 1768 the rnohr asrafi of 11.016 gm was valued at 
10,000 silver dinars and thus was made equivalent to a 
türnän (q.v.). But the dinar suffered further devaluation, 
and from 1786 a shift is found to an issue of 2.915 gm ( 45 
grains) valued at 3,000 dinars; this coin reflected a 
Standard of 9. 72 gm (150 grains) for a gold türnän. In 
effect, the rnohr-e asrafi and its fractions were super-
seded, and thereafter they were rarely minted. In 
place of the traditional asrafi and of the rnohr-e asrafi 
were issued gold türnäns (and fractional denominations) 
whose weights decreased over time in proportion to the 
devaluation of the dinar. The term a.fra{i continued, 
however, to be popularly applied to gold coins. 
In 1830-34, late in the reign of the Fat!).-'AII Shah 
Qäjär, the standard of the old 54-grain asrafi reap-
peared, valued at 10,000 dinars and thus identical with 
the türnän. But the continued decline ofthe dinar caused 
a lightening of the türnän coins, and the a.frafi issue was 
abandoned for good. The name a.fra(i was applied to 
gold coins worth one türnän from 1834 into the 20th 
century. But in 1926-27 the traditional türnän was 
replaced by a new gold coin one-third lighter, the 
pahlavi of 1.92 gm. The pahlavl soon was transformed 
into an 8.134 gm issue, and the designation a.i'ra/lfinally 
became obsolete. 
In the l 6th century a.frafis corresponding to the ducat 
were also issued by the Portuguese in control of 
Hormoz. This a.fra/l(called xerafim by the Portuguese) 
was valued at 2,000 local dinars in the first quarter ofthe 
century. The local gold hazär (i.e, worth 1,000 dinars) 
therefore was called also nlm-asra{i(half-a.1'rajl). But by 
the mid-16th century, the hazär had been converted to 
silver because of the dinar's devaluation. Two hazärs 
were equivalent to a gold Pardäo worth 2,000 dinars, 
but the latter had only two-thirds the weight of the 
traditional asra(i. The contemporary Hormoz a.fra{i(or 
xeraftm. sarafino) then weighed 71 perccnt of a ducat, 
andin 1580 the coin was reduced to 62.6 of thc ducat's 
weight. This Special issue ended with the Safavid 
annexation of Hormoz in 1622. 
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